Abstract-The equivalent T circuit of an induction motor is found in every engineering motors book, and is becoming increasingly important with the popularity of vector control. The values used in the circuit are used to dictate the necessary gating signals for the pwm inverter. It is the de facto standard bridge between the field analyst and the motor controller. These parameters are not unique. Force, energy, voltage, and secondary power dissipation can be shown to relate to the product of synchronous reactance and the coupling coefficient of the rotor and stator. The mutual reactance, the secondary inductance, and secondary resistance are non-unique. Yet this surprising feature can be used as a solution integrity check for the field analyst.
I. BACKGROUND ON THE T CIRCUIT BRIDGE IEEE has published 340 papers on the derivation of the equivalent induction motor circuit parameters in the last 25 years. In the past 8 years the Magnetics journal published 23 papers on this subject due in part from the popularity of vector motor control which depends on this circuit. In none of the papers does the non-uniqueness problem receive discussion. Zendes [1] outlined a helpful procedure for linking a finite element analysis to the circuit parameters; the stepped procedure makes the assumption that the mutual inductance dominates leakage, an unwarranted assumption for canned and linear induction motors. In a previous paper by this author [2] , the uniqueness was removed by assuming an equivalence between the leakage on the rotor and the stator. In this paper a prediction of the equivalent circuit parameters was derived from the voltage, slip, and torque at pull out. More recently Nelatury [3] demonstrated a similar method using any three points on the torque speed curve; he too assumes the magnetizing inductance dominates leakage. For canned rotors, Salon [4] assumes after defense based on calculation that the inductance of the secondary can be neglected. The reader will find that assumptions of this nature are always made before specifying equivalent circuit parameters; what is not mentioned is that the circuit is non-unique and the equivalent circuit performance prediction will be just as accurate with a host of assumptions; surprisingly it helps in motor design. Fig. 1 One phase of the equivalent T circuit for an induction motor.
A 4 th equation can be written for total energy. These become excellent solution integrity checks, but note that new information is not obtained by changing slip. The nonuniqueness problem is discussed further, but it will be shown that the field analyst can supply the motor controller two different circuits with a three parameter change and exactly predict torque, voltage, peak slip, power dissipation, and energy. How this helps motor design will be discussed.
